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Preface

La Nature est un temple ou de vivants piliers
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles;
Baudelaire, who seemed to have invented everything, furnished his
world with rays of hope: confuses paroles. What did he mean? Probably he
was getting close to the title of his poem: Correspondances.
Poetry is fed by correspondences, by what is present and what is
absent, near, distant, wanting ... so language may roam in a dynamics
of receding and emerging meanings; l'usure, associated by Derrida with
metaphoricity... a delay implying differences.
To this dialectics of delay, of postponing, of differences,
belongs this new issue of CorrespondingVoices.
I was thinking about the subject while reading the texts of the four
poets included in this edition, and more so when dealing with problems
concerning translation. Sometimes the same poet was writing in more
than one language. We had to integrate English, Spanish, French, German ...
11

But no matter what, he or she knew what any poet knows, that what
hangs in the balance is more than this language. That one could even take
shelter in silence, the silence of things ha!f given away ha!f withheld, to quote
a line in one of Borges English poems.
Thus, far from similarities or agreements, the unifying theme of this
volume is the defense of this otherness, not necessarily of a rhetorical
attitude which supposedly is the requirement of each poetic register, but
of that gesture which knows that, no matter what, words are also
measures of differences, of otherness. (Of course each of us has to
decide is if it is still valid, this idea of otherness, or if it is simply an old
existential illusion no longer needed).
Poetry, like art, like any artistic production is basically a dialogical act,
a metaphor of a world that may or may not be ours, that may or may not
represent our personal or philosophical values but whatever it does, it is a
pact between someone that writes and someone that reads. In a way, this
is also the guiding principle that brought us together for this fourth
volume of Corresponding Voices:we choose the poets, the poets choose us.
At the end it becomes another form agreement, one of the
rituals that take place in any form of communication.

Pedro Cuperman
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JULES GIBBS
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Jules Gibbs

The Dream Will Not Rescue What it Does Not Love
I woke up on this dry slab of granite in the middle of a mad
river. I came here by way of dream, spent all night breaking
withthe familiar for the sheer discomfort of discovery.
And here I am. Uncomfortable Discovered. Recklessby
way of imagination. The stones that led me here
are all submerged. I can't explain anything. At dawn, word
spreads fast. Crowds gather on the banks hysterical
and hollering: She's been messing around with historical narrative
again. They don't get me; they never get me. Too many double
shifts at the granary. Your refrains are silly, I yell back, although I know
they can't hear my disdain over the rushing water and their own
shouting. They haul out ropes and make a plan. Mob mentality sets in.
They want to save me or kill me using tropes, ballads with line
breaks that still need work, inexplicable shifts from third person
to first. Extraneous language a waste of energy like
waving one's arms over one's head. Their technique
is passe, too embellished for this post-ironic
crisis. The usual arguments over methodology ensue;
correct reading of currents, navigation of rapids, whirlpools,
water wells and roostertail rocks, a strategy in competing
angles of incidence. Because you have to show a little style,
even if style has no real function - they anchor parallel lines
to the oaks upstream. Devise gorgeously overcomplicated
slip knots and tether the ropes to the men, send the men
down one by one, each line breaking with a personal
pronoun, dampening all the good music. The waters are rising,
everyone notes, waters because it's got to be plural in situations like this no substitute for vigorous and exact description.
Who the hell is running this thing? The biggest man with the biggest
hands brings a tactile quality to the surface, an element beyond
the mere thought or expressed intention. Here they come,
the parallel links of men, one by one, to save me, and one's knot
fails and he's pulled under - asunder- taking with him
15

all the men in his line, the risk you run when you rely
on redundancy, when you can't reconcile your action

with your title, your title with your theme.
The townspeople are always tangible and clear just look at them now, running along the banks,
sobbing and tearing their hair,
yelling into the whorls of black water.
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A Sonnetfor Lorca Upon His (Failed) Exhumation
The cockroach crushed underfoot had armor and war
but no spleen. He was atomized. Pained
with stiletto and the shrill laugh of a man: Oh, mi amorthe faena de capa, shudder of olive tree, crush of mass grave Otherwise, the murder was perfectly silent.
To be spleened is to cry from a spackled
off-center your last cante jondo, but you were pliant
wiped clean in the manner of a poet, split into two black
moons of tolerance. Untroubled lobes of death spleen to me once more, the way you do. Lather my chutes.
Be lullaby bile. Love my one slick eye. Love my wet
kiss thrown deep in the pit of matador mucus,
a snail's trail strung claro torrentefrom the gullet
like the clear, bright sparks from your mind to the bullet.
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Apology far Music
I guess there was something feckless about my love for sound, a feverish
translation of material - freckles, child labor, the anticipation of a life
sentence - into the sweet dark tongue of the universal. To curate
the spine and its three curves into the lilt of a body not limned by the
numbed senses. Musik fliegt wennich fliegt: If I fly, the music will fly - my urge,
to conquer space with sound, to hold no philosophy in the roar and whir
of rotors. I sent the quartet into four machines, plotted a tonal flight plan,
plotted against the human, fed her colliculi inferior and superior by mic,
click-track, force. On the downbeat, the copters lifted - the first notes
arrived on earth like ovular bodies that had tunneled inward to unseat the
quite hollow of the soul. And then - when the tonnage of steel and
glass split the horizon, I knew I'd never make a sound, not broken,
not otherwise.
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Apology for Creation
As it turned out, we were no more than the idea of ourselves, God's spittle
bubbled on His big baby lips, bacterium of a deity swollen to the size and
shape of a forest afloat on a bed of peat. It was the sort of news that
brought everyone out onto the streets. We thought we owed everything to
The Flood: alluvial fans, dendritic drainage patterns, newts, coaxial cable,
permafrost, chakras, geometry, every variation on desire: leather, frozen
yogurt, frozen embryos, speed, hip hop, mezcal, you name it - only to
discover we were coded in a single protein - our own negative feedback
loop. Even on Neptune and Mars, entire civilizations of us had come and
gone. Suns born. Earths lost. A trillion times over. Without punishment or
reward. We werea repeating pattern, that, when viewed from a great distance,
appeared as an elegant, limbless twist, a strand of coiled matter wherein
everything that would happen had already happened. Even with Heaven
gone, some dropped to their knees. None of us knew where to look.
Suddenly, all of our thoughts embarrassed us; the idea of I. The smell
of a neighbor's dinner - meat and carrots stewing - wafted
into the street. That, too, embarrassed us.
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Unlimited Knowledge Bestowed
upon Devotees of Online Universities
I've seen a lot behind the scenes - Ginger Pitt, Marquita
Devine, blog terms of service,
piracy policies, support feeds. I've read the blah, blah
cannons: Guide For Incorporating a Corporation, the Buchbestellung
Unter Dogdance, all the implicit barriers at the end
of a parallel region. Bhagavan always spoke
informally to his disciples- jejune,
he'd prattle, digress, renovate his diligent
directory, his poignant bus stop correctness.
I happened to be his first Western
disciple to honor dissidents of India, Russia and China,
to balance the US/EU approach: just sharing your life
transparently seems to work best: biblical, emergent,
a barony all over the world.
Enjoying complete and total confidence
every time, he preached beautiful Costa Rica
at pre-development prices; his obsessions with Ruth
and New Carlsberg's misogyny grew nauseating,
like his Hong Kong top-up for the best
international rates. Basically, that was it; it ended
kinky, deluxe: my friend Mohammad Swain and I
decided to bet who could plod darkness,
who could minister first to Syrinx long time, babe, long time.
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Talking to Your Doctor
Go cervix! Your burly creature
thrives in its little cavern,
untervlissingen,
your little joss.
The men don't know we name him
Ronnie, a precept
revved for the pullback, to vend
as in, refi your car,
be a better lover in the vernacular -

Howdy, we've got matron lumber,
a repertory built in solid
rustic materials where close attention
has been paid to every detail.

Gewinnspielteilnahme, unkindly primeval
in the name of La Scala, hope to god
the slide stained potassium brown
clears the marshal.
Hope to god your check is still waiting.
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Pay Attention, the Angels Aren't Fucking Around
We are a barefaced November in Hamspshire
bootstrapped captives of usury
testing the sweets of life. Sap a few drops in any drink is all it takes
to achieve
madcap substrate, audible prowl.

Poeta nascitur non fit. Listen, a nod
and the canyon has calcified
the implausible Modesto Quonsets a virtuoso scald.
Un message en provenance du site; we've already approved you
for a columnar unit - obtrude,
do something about it! Ye, thou hast
well been accursed, said the Lord: Heal. Quadruple.
Avoid enhancementpills, Saskatchewan shampoo. I is prevention,
sayeth the Lord, I is revisal easy,
just drop me a note.
Heft u een pagina toegestuurd, meaning:
This is our last attempt to reach you give us your opinions and be rewarded - our
error page will use nurturing colors such as blues and
grays instead of reds and yellows. Better believe it
ye Repressives, ye Segreagants, a new you in 2008 this is not a joke: exquisite whiff
of scattergun abutted,
a revolution in weight management is finally here.
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Imitation in Winter
''Move on objects with your eye straight on ... Relationships gradually emerge
and sometimes assume themselves with finality. "
Aaron Siskind, 'The Drama of Objects. "
when i stand before the bathroom mirror and the door is partially
open, I feel what Bachelard meant about the extension
of infinite space found in familiar objects, in this case,
the door - familiar as every door and every door
a perfect metaphor for the other door
it stands for - seems
to extend beyond itself, an extension of energy /invisible
matter/intention, a force
that intersects on a material level
with my brain
if i give in to the urge
to close or open the door so that its energy extension
is no longer occurring on a plane that intersects with my brain,
i feel that I have given in
to the thing that hovers under the surface of thought
like a sleeping bat in folded wings
the desire to slam the door or wave away the extended door energyor the infinityis as strong as any desire - sexual, animal, illogical in its urgency.
it makes my brain ache, and i don't mean just metaphysically.
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i want to pause here to be sure you're still with me. are any of you experiencing
similar conflicts
with the energy of inanimate objects and their infinite extensions? even so,
only three or four of you will admit to it.
what if it's not the door extending through space, but it's my brain
projecting itself to intersect with the door?
this thought produces a secondary feeling, a kind of irritation with mirror rituals like applying mascara, or flossing my teeth. the wand. the clumps of paraffin, oil,
ceresin, methyl cellulose. that implied critique that extends 4000 years into eyes
dressed with coal and tar. It could be that I am- after more than 13,500 days of
repeating myself, tired of ritual. It could be a matter of imaginary numbers, and not
imaginary planes. There's no way to know.
I could say it's his fault that I'm spending so much time dwelling on this relatively minor
problem, but the truth is
i've been This WWay(capitalized
capitalized and italicized) since I was a child.

(It was horrible to be a child. We'll all sit down in a nice room with coffee someday
andyou'll tell me howyou survived it. Having to count to 3 7 3 7 times beforeyou could take
73 tiny steps to reach the swing-set- it had to be exactly seventy-three or something terrible
would happen. And on your way you had to simultaneously count 80 dandelions, which is
3+7 + 3+7 times seven minus three. Which is significant. Kids are hyper-attuned to the
consequences of numerology. If you disobeyed the laws of the numbers,your head would collapse
or the earth would open up or it would rain. Fortunatelyyou never caused calamity. Well,
sometimes it rained.)
Most of my days were like this. This W Way.
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Now I've learned -

mostly- to correct such thinking

for Real World Behavior - e.g.:
"we want to rubbish you," says the house
and no one ever says back:
"the whole house is a fucking freezing iceberg nightmare"

- for, and after, Michael Burkard
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Our Subject is Too Large
1.
Our subject is the fifth state
of matter:
how much gets suppressed
how much travels light years
- and faster then settles, afflicted, in small rooms
where lamps fire filaments
in weary vacuums
and the clocks are all possessed
of a mass sensibility
is anyone's guess.
Our subject hovers
near the fourth state, edges
of normal objects, lifts them
into counterradiation, lingers
over snapshots where it once
had a mind
and a zip code
the authority to control its own
nerve and tone.
Inside this rift our subject
can amass or disperse a cloud.
Can sing. Can riff.
Can make rain fall.
Or not.
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2.
Our subject speaks too much
of darkness, the arc
and ache of the carnal.
The source of the bark.
The yowl.
Not why it happens, but where:
its copse, its bole,
its labial wanderings.
Our subject doesn't get
aroused although it's often seen
in the company of fire
embracing halides.
Our subject departs at an atomic weight
of 39 - the human tipping point.
3.

Once we thought our purpose
was to describe and distinguish;
now we know - no.
Anything of this kind is just
bundled anguish,
a protest against a self
that moves in bright streaks,
omni-directional,
continually lost to mass.
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4.

Our subject is a criminal-hero
caught in nets and tanks,
entangled, slightly enraged,
too large to set free.
Our subject frees us
of outcome and income.
Our subject doesn't pay.
5.

The chain gangs who study our subject
are guilty of the most fashionable offenses:
prana, elan vital, chi.
They levitate, interfere with violent
crime, bliss.
6.

That our subject is lost
to itself can only be sensed
when it collides
with unknown boundaries,
say, the cell
wall, and revisits,
not to be hemmed back in
to the whole
but like fevered electrons
returning to their nucleus
to be blessed.
The motive is energy,
but the motive is arrested.
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7.

It's futile. There's nowhere left to go.
No one can find work.
Moths have gnawed black holes
in our subject's best cotton
oxfords. Still, our subject needs
a home and an occupation,
which is provided by his small prison
operations that have cropped up
nationwide, set up shop in erstwhile
warehouses, dealerships, big boxes,
vuggs in the collapse
of time and economics.
8.
The claustrophobia is cozy
and the food is made
to comfort - pomegranates,
Gewiirztraminer, stout, burnt steak,
chocolate songbirds, lemon chiffon cake.
A generous host, our subject forgives us
our ignorance, asks us to sit, gives us
something to sip, a little something
to chew on. The guards who keep us
from knowing our subject
bear a vague resemblance
to the old notion of stardom,
ex-Presidents. Our subject reassembled them
from the ancient shells of bugs,
that higher collective state
we failed to achieve
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The Middle Distance
The 39 pries open with a wheeze-pahhhh-hissand whine of hydraulics, to a putrid breeze,
mix of over- and underclass, smoke and Jontue,
humid saints of latter-day who shove through

as the driver chants "Move back, move back and smile." For every one who complies, six collapse
further upon themselves. There are entire societies
who cannot comprehend the art of staring
into the middle distance, the deep rest of unrest,
the easy disease, the unfulfilled need to bear arms.
And conversely, there are humans who cannot fathom
the poem, even though the poets
are trying to write about the same middle distance
they stare into every day. In the press of damp bodies
nothing mothers or authors. Hands are two lost
children in the crowd, illiterate but effective.
Every block someone must stab a small pig
to make the bus stop. A man in a suit grins, his face
open. His tie bears an image of the Blue
Tara. Her crescent eyes smile inwardly.
The injury moves us all. We gather the momentum
of a collective violence, but never the physics
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of mobility, never upward -wherever
that is. The Blue Tara has the power
to make everyone look - then look
away, back to the common low center
that does hold against the stop-start push
and sway, the two-step stagger of laborers
bound to their inertia,the murderous smell of fish,
the art that doesn't move us.
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Corpse Messaging
Six heads roll onto the dance floor in Tijuana
to say something about
saying something.
If we read it right, motion
is the snitch -the noise says stuff
our mouths don't, like, tell me for real:
when I dance like
this, do my hips look big?
Do my delta waves seem stressed,
fitful at six cycles per second?
In the air of narcocorridos I can't hear
what you're saying, our words sink
in oceanic time, a heart-beat beat-down
that makes me want you to want me:
so hard. You swerve, hip and skull,
but between us a straight line
grips. Death can't mess
with us. Motion is noise.
Noise is sex.
Eventually even the terror
becomes hysterical. Texts delivered
on whipped-raw backs, limbless torsos, severed
- ah, enough of this!
Six heads roll onto a dance floor
in Tijuana and you go:
Joke: These guys, they're no-bodies,
and I go: I'm nobody - who are you?
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It's possible we've been
desensitized -you get what you don't
deserve - the love (like the dollars and cristal)
is a sterile dust that will float away
on the wind, ride the thrust
of an ocean stream while we stay
put, marry ourselves. The losses
(but not the lost) eventually wash
back to shore, get reabsorbed
into the continental shelf.
We thank their (missing) bones
for new information about the silver
trail-lines we don't know we spin. Our movement
reacts in ways we can't control
to the irritated corners where La Familia men
take note: los malosos ... los otros .... anything
might re-up the violence. An inside joke
that ricochets from my body
(body) to your body (body)
could be skewed as collusion.
So I dance like I want to have at least six
of your fat kids, a bounty
of replacement and abstraction.
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Shit Story
Living on meek make-up (not liking
how photographs make my face look tight)
I had taken a time to gather up the dog shit
which had accumulated all winter and early spring but finally I did bag it from the water-logged pink
wastebasket and plastic bag it had all been wasting in
in all kinds of weather and I bagged it again and then again
and was going to dump it in the woods near the cemetery
so some trees and bushes would benefit and no one would
get in the way and this shit would not be in anyone's way either.
My mother told me a ghost story once when I was afraid of night.
The ideal starlight must have had something to do with us sitting there
in the low lamplight and she told me - not read. It occurs to me like
a surprise ending that I can dump this stuff safely at my place of work
in a big bin which takes everything and buries it somewhere in a landfill
not too far away. I am looking like a blank I bet because it is a Saturday
and so many cars are around. I have taken a sock so I won't have to wash
my hands still one more time and the sock is old and has a few holes
in it - but I don't want a lot of old shit germs to get upon me and then
somewhere else on me and who knows where or what I would get sick from.
Maybe not But the cars are all parked for some event and I have to rapidly park
next to a hydrant and make a ten yard run with this twenty or thirty pound bag bags. Bagged it 4 times. And I give it a heave hoping no one will see me
least of all security. And then I dash back to the car and the car won't start
It is not my car it is Dave's. I had opened the windows all the way for fear
of a stench but no. Then the car starts. I pick him up for work and we
go to have a coffee and we are smoking each a cigarette outside the big bookstore
and I tell him this shit story.
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He Can't
He can't remember taking the wrong toothpick one already used by someone else at the art opening but yes he can - he knows he did it and was not seen.
In one endless useless informational after another
a bullet is loaded and fired by someone of the same country
as the ill toothpicker. Fired at someone innocent in another country.
Nothing is thought 0£ The night sky is as high up as ever
whether there are more bombs dropping or not. The roadside deaths
continue and continue in about two million or so dreams across the globe
every couple of months at average. You are slow but also safe with me
one dream says to the dreamer.
And the nest and net at small sea bays
say pretty much the same thing
with their almost endless motion - if not on the surface
then underneath.
Like leaves the spider refuses to nibble from.
Like an orange that the boy tossed away instead of eating.
Like the straw the woman sucked her drugs through.
Like the crack in the young adult's ass at the art scene.
Like the wound taken to test the brain before the cancer treatment.
Like all these and all the underclothes of the current globe
no one shoots these bullets more viciously and righteously than Americans.
Nam. Name the villages. Name the severed bodies in Chile.
Name the number of times the napalm burned helpless babies and children.
Name the Middle East. Name the unknown killings. Name the name of the thing
that comes round like a name.
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Lit
My father wasn't that friendly.
My brother would never sit there,
just left of where you seem to like sitting,
just a short ways from the moist moonlight.
My father wasn't that unfriendly, either.
My brother does sometimes stand.
My sister is not a dollar, I said,
I am not a man.
My mother would call me a man
to my face,
but I would correct her incorrection.
Lit from inside by alcohol,
I would trouble my mother for money,
or my brother for change.
Someone would always give in.
Except I made an exception with my sister,
whom I did not solicit from.
My brother asked about my lies.
My father would have taken to unfriendliness
if he had known about my lies.
My sister knew, through others, but has done
the best she could with me. I think so.
I don't know so, but I think so.
Street X marks the spot where I first said goodbye
to my family. And because of goodbye
I had to begin to create versions of my family
to carry into the world with me.
They would no longer be beside me day to day.
There were so many class mates too who also
would not be beside me either. All the smells
and intimacies we had experienced were now being
irrevocably left behind. Now my smell would be
mistaken until someone or someone's got used to me.
39

And I had to get used to me too.
Which I had never been asked to do.
And the moist moonlight split a rake in two
in the back yard of the house I had left.
It was the moon's way of telling me
I would be missed by the yard and the house.
The legal light of the moon trying to light my way,
both in the darkness and in the lit day.
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untitled
I'm going to put Mr.
Nicolai Gogol to bed
now. I will read him
stories from Isaac Babel
until he is fast asleep.
I will also sing him a
lullaby by Stravinsky discarded, overlooked by
most, except for a few
foragers like me who go
through garbage both past
and future. Anyone's
life would improve having
been introduced melodically
and quietly to the Isaac Babel
of The Story of My Dovecoat
and Awakening bedside
after bedside, night after
night.
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all the rain
Joan's boat wasn't
lost, but it was
left there, in the
rain, and then in
the window open to all
the rain
and all the rain appeared
like starvation appeared to
the man who made lost boats,
but once he entered the city
could no longer sell them.
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Knot
Kafka is plural.
Kafka is the osmosis
I pick from my garden.
When I place Kafka in
a vase I overhear the poem
"The Biography of a Bell,"
by Jennifer Tseng,
"pointing to heaven."
Kafka points toward the cosmos.
How could he knot? In a
nanosecond he
appears and disappears,
and rain falls.
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Karen
I could have told you it would be no good in the supposed
City of Hope, Karen. But you moved there anyway. You tried
your best to sell your art, and there were signs of gateways nowand- then- enough to keep you at it for a good two years.
Failure is like a ghost. It either is or isn't.
Try convincing someone it is
and see how far you get
before the listener turns his or her head
toward the snow that is falling outside the window. You
painted with an effective eroticism too, but still someone
somewhere - or it feels like that - someone somewhere
kept whispering not enough, not enough of this, not
enough of that, inexactly. You are living with your aunt
in Intercourse, Pennsylvania. You sleep on the lower berth
of a bunkbed, only twenty feet or so from where your aunt
sleeps. And sometimes in the middle of the night
she would like to awaken you with a bolt, that all this
could be possible and true - it still doesn't mean
there is anything wrong with you. Or with your art.
And no dress code for failure or for supposedly
falling away from yourself and others
during that prolonged stint in the big metropolis.
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I Don't Know
I don't know about today or my youth.
I don't know whatever happened to the man
next to me yesterday, and I don't know
about yesterday either. I don't know
if I am naming the world or breaking down,
or what part of the world is breaking down.
I don't know whether "part" should be
singular or plural. I heard that 72 migrant workers
were murdered in a remote part of Mexico,
murdered by a drug cartel, but it is two hours later
since I heard the report, and I don't know anything
more about this yet. I don't know why anyone has
to kill anyone, but then, as Vallejo wrote,
"que poco he muerto!" - "I have died so little."
I don't know if I have died a little or a lot. I know
there have been many times when I felt like dying,
or thought I felt like dying, but who knows, maybe
I was just deluded by some other feeling other than
dying. I don't know. I don't know about the door
or where today's doors will lead - I have an idea based
on past experience, but I truly don't know.
I don't know what is possible and what isn't, although
I feel - that word again, "feel" - I feel as if less is possible,
or there is less possibility in my small world than there was
a few years ago. But what do I know? I could tell you
a slightly strange story about two other poets, both deceased,
one of whom I never even met - but what do I know,
what is the source of my information? I have thought
of telling a story about these two and changing their names
to unrevealing and false initials. I don't know if I would
follow through on this thought or not. I haven't yet.
I don't know if I can tell anyone anything about someone else.
I sometimes feel like someone else, like one of my "someone else's."
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I don't know if this is a true feeling or statement. I wonder
from time to time if the cosmos is as large as this analogy:
every blade of grass that exists or has ever existed on earth,
on this planet, is the equivalent of the earth itself - and this amount
so-called resembles the measurement of the cosmos. It still seems
too small, this analogy of measurement. No one has walked in
to listen to my theory, no one has walked out. I don't know
if anyone ever will, or whether or not I will even talk about it again . ..
I don't know if I regret this poem or not. I don't know
whether or not this is even a poem.
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Amount of More
He, this youth, he asked me
to talk about suicide, to read from the paper
I had written about suicide. I didn't
particularly want to do this, but I was used
to being asked about the piece now and then,
and I don't know if I thought this was a "now"
or a "then" - the request that is - although the paper
certainly seems for me to be a "then."
Maybe I was mistaken when he asked me.
Somehow he didn't surprise me by asking.
We hadn't met face to face until now, this week
that was, but maybe he had mentioned something
about the suicide paper before. I don't know why
it wouldn't occur to me to find his asking slightly
strange, I had written the piece over thirty years before.
It was slightly flattering, to be asked about something
one wrote so many years before. Like it must be alive
and well somewhere, alive and well even if it is a piece
about suicide. It is a small piece, and it is full - no not full the piece to some degree is relying on bravado. I would imagine
some suicides depend to some degree on bravado. So maybe
that part of my own piece becomes or is slightly true, or true
at least for a moment, before it moves on to the next moment,
or repeats the moment before. He, this youth, moved on to
his own suicide months later. I was shocked. I had no idea
this was coming. Someone close to me who was there said
Isn't it strange that he asked you to read your piece about suicide
back in June? It could be, but it didn't seem so, or I didn't think
it was related to his actual death. But he is dead, he was a suicide.
He was even practical about it, if that can be said about a suicide.
I don't know if this is taking advantage of him or not, writing
"about" him this way. It really isn't very much about him. There
was a lot more to him than I am indicating here, a great deal more.
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Maybe an infinite amount of more. More life than could be ever
added up, the moments were so many and so much. Even with
his being dead, the moments seem still to accumulate in thought
or specific memory.
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Who Handed Me Falcon Eight?
I am guilty about a house.
Her shoes were more like boots than shoes.
I could not tie my own shoes until I was nine.
Whatever became of the foolproof shoe?
What did I do in or to this house
to require such guilt from me?
Is it because no is part of night?
Was I more lavish than my neighbors?
Did I miscall their dog one evening?
Did I ruin their shoes, their boots?
Did the lunar world know what I was up to
and convinced me of the same?
Did I simply write "s" because I could not spell "shame"?
Did I talk to the second tree about why this happened?
Did the second tree indirectly encourage my guilt?
When I was among the rocks and the fences did I make friends?
Who handed me falcon eight?
I am not my sweater either,
but I know what you mean about wearing certain clothing.
It's a small Sunday which informs Tuesday of your guilt.
I was warned about that, by my father or my brother or the house itself.
I have a vague memory of being warned.
Adults overhead - now and then too - rooms
in other places upstairs or higher.
The voices sounded angry, like bad water, and I probably wasn't
intending to report this to anyone, but I did, and I have regret
about this information now. Did I master the garden
as was promised? No. Did I or have I ever
mastered the master? No (who would want to?).
Who is riding in front of the no when the no is in the night?
If I had each of the answers would there still be guilt?
Would the guilt be still or active, intruding on someone else's life
as it has intruded upon mine? And, finally, where is your sister
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when you begin to melt? It saddens me to think of you
walking in the rain, near the house, but by yourself
Rothko, the painter, said to de Kooning, the painter,
"Your house has many mansions." That the mansions
were inside the house - of course! Where else could they be?
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city of his own life
sometimes he wrote "recuse"
when he wanted to write "rescue"
sometimes inside a small handshake
his father could do him no wrong
he was injured too
but told to be hearing voices
he has a thief in his life
but he does not know whom
sometimes the thief took what was to be expected
sometimes not
and it is later much later
when he is full of claw and earth
that he wants to do battle
with the suspicious thief
orphaned like an indictment
orphaned like a rooftop
he has heard these remarks
he does not approve or agree
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Between O and 13
I am having a dream. The poet Timothy Houghton is telling me to look up
a poem by Donald Justice, it's in The New Yorker. The poem is entitled (and
printed as) "Between O and 13." Tim has either remarked or there is a sense
in the dream that there is an unusual (although not overly long) length to the
poem. It can almost be seen in couplets. Somehow there is an inside sense to
the dream poem: within the poem but not in the poem, almost more told to
me by Tim, is the information Mark Strand has given to Donald Justice: that if
Don can pick a number between zero and thirteen he will be able to delay the
Concorde-like jet that Strand is flying upon; if able to delay the jet for even a
few seconds, which choosing a number will accomplish, someone will make
half a million dollars, and Strand and Justice will also make about that much.
The poem begins with beautiful writing. The information about choosing the
number is both present and unpresent in the opening couplets. It's inherent.
Justice is the narrator, clearly, in the poem, and is driving. There is a piece of
music on his car-radio which is allowing him to experience the number O for
the first time. That is to say, he is experiencing this number 0. He is
experiencing O as a number. This is within the poem but also not within the
poem. Then in the poem Justice describes his amazement at both this and at
being then at a railroad crossing. The top is down on his car. There is a kind
of silver sunlight reflecting off of his car and he looks up to experience what
he deems one of the truly most rare coindicences in his lifez: the plane Strand
is on is flying overhead. There is a sense that time is still available to choose a
number, that the coincidence of intersecting below with the plane high above
will indeed enable a number to be chosen. The couplet shines on the page.
The poem continues but stops. The dream stops.
Earlier, when Justice is experiencing the number 0, something exotic is taking
place, and, even at this moment, now, here, I am having a sense for myself of
a deja vu inside of a deja vu.
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Lafaim

J'avais faim
tellement rien
amanger avant toi
tellement
ma bouche etait
vide
si vide
sans mot
sans langue
les dents plantees betement clans les gencives
la gorge en sang
d' avoir vomi du sable
J'avais faim, tellement
rien
avant toi
clans mon ventre
ni clans les tripes
Tout mon corps
avait tellement
faim
avant tes mots
tes yeux
tes mains
ta chair
ta chair
ta chair
Et encore
meme si je n'ai plus faim

la
maintenant
depuis toi
j'en veux encore
et toujours
plus
et
toi
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Craving
There was hunger
such hunger
in me before
you
nothing to feed on
my mouth was so
empty
so empty
no words
no tongue
teeth pointlessly piercing the gums
throat bleeding
from vomiting sand
There was hunger, such
hunger
before you
plain nothing
in my stomach
or in my guts
My whole body
was consumed
with hunger
before your words
your eyes
your hands
your skin
your skin
your skin
And still
though the hunger has gone
now
today
after you
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I always want
more
and again
and
you.
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Gravite
j'ai
du plomb au ventre
le front las
les sourcils raides
le sourire fade
comment
quand tout craque en silence
tout elance
comment
quand l' epuisement
mord les muscles
jusqu'a l'os
comment trainer
vers demain
ce corps qui pese
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Gravity
lam
lead-bellied

black-browed
heavy-headed
smile flat
how
when weariness
fries the flesh
to the bone
how can I
tow forward
this self that weighs
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Tangos
Silencio verde
espero la pregunta
callada
temida
agotando suspiros de garganta
ya seca
tu mirada mojada y vos y tus ojos
un paso adelante, abrazo anhelado
tu aliento caliente en mi cuello
soplando
bailamos
duke decadencia
de caderas gemelas y pechos ligados
y entra la duda
y ya no pregunto
tus labios
temblando
lucen mi respuesta
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Tangos
Green silence
I await the question
quiet
feared
throat already dry
sighing off
your wet gaze and you and your eyes
I step forward, covet your embrace
while your warm breath
blows
on my neck
we dance
sweet decadence
of twin hips and joined breasts
then comes the doubt
and I stop asking
your lips
tremble
bearing my answer
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Insomnio
Quien encendi6 las cerillas de cera?
Quien el incienso duke y sagrado?
Te perturba el perfume castano
flotando en tu cuarto.
Un cantar salado te quema la boca llamas.
Del grifo sale un vapor morado da sed.
Descubres un profeta en tu almohada;
te espera callado entre plumas azules.
Bebes la saliva del poeta dormido
y te sabe a dulce de leche de madre.
Su sonrisa alcanza tus labios dolidos
Te duermes chupando llamas serenas,
soplando suenos, nubes de cenizas.
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Insomnia
Who lightened the wax matches?
Who the sweet and sacred incense?
It disturbs you, the brown perfume
floating around your room.
A salty song burns your mouth flames.
Purple fog trickles out of the faucet whets your thirst.
You discover a prophet on your pillow;
he waits for you quietly among blue feathers.
You drink the saliva of the sleeping poet
and it tastes like milk candy from the mother.
His smile reaches your aching lips
You fall asleep sucking on serene flames,
blowing dreams, clouds of ashes.
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Bruch
schweillgebadeter Neid
dein Schmerz wie aus Stein
unbeherrschbare Gier
du verfiihrisches Weib
trink noch zu viel Wein
Schuldgefiihle vorbei
selbst wenn du auf die Knien
sie gittert dich ein
ich brauch dich und dein Wort
aus Speichel und Blut
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Split
Envy stained with Sweat
your Pain hard as Stone
furious Craving
you Woman, deceitful
drink more, too much Wine
until the Guilt be gone
you go down on your Knees
yet she fences you in
I need you and your Word
of Saliva and Blood
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Das letzte Wort
Blaue Fackel, Tanzerei,
die Feder schwebt
mehr als sie schreibt.
Sie wirbelt wild,
den Kopf verwirrt.
Als ob verhext,
die Spitze schwitzt.
Lauter Kratzer, leiser Schrei,
die Seite weill
es ist so weit.
Zerrinnt das Wort,
die Tinte tropft,
die Stimme stirbt,
die Feder schweigt.
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One last word
Blazing blue, flicker dance,
the quill quivers
more than it writes,
spining insane
with toppled tip
sweating black ink
cursed or bewitched.
Strident scratch, silent scream,
the page knows
what end follows.
Words run,
colours drip,
voice hushes,
quill grows quiet.
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Transalation from Spanish
Michelle Gil-Montero
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Los cementerios de Paris
el mismo mapa siempre
la misma guerra
a los suburbias del poema
donde el dolor se alitera
sin alcanzar su exilio
o tal vez un deseo
de hallar un punto fijo
para la emigraci6n
y la conciencia
y despues lineas

pajaros absueltos
de su manana muerta
esa musica
entre la nada y la cabeza
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Cemeteries in Paris
always the same map
the same war
in the peripheries of the poem
where woe alliterates
in want of exile
or maybe a desire
to detect a fixed point
for emigration
and conscience
and later, lines
birds acquitted
from their dead morning
that music
between nothing and the mind
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Isolda en tres silogismos
la espada entre los cuerpos
a modo de cautela
o quiza
para nacer gracias a un limite
algo del rojo de mis labios
como terror a estar desnuda
en el bosque desierto
dije de pronto que si
la noche poquisima
la vida anorando
la duke herida
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Isolde in three syllogisms
a sword between bodies
in the form of a warning
or maybe
to be born by dint of a limit
something in the red of my lips
like terror at being naked
in the desolate forest
I blurted out yes
barely a night
life thirsting after
a honeyed wound
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3 7 muchachas
en busca de una mariposa blanca
como si hubiera otra infancia
para venir del mundo
almundo
en puntas de pie
en ciertas madrugadas
o un hilo
para soltar a degas
el horizonte y las palabras
esa intuici6n
de pentagramas blancos
ese estupor adentro
sereno casi
en direcci6n a lo absoluto
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37 girls
scouting out a white butterfly
as if a second childhood
to come from the world
to the world
on tiptoe
on certain dawns
or a thread
to let fly blindly
the horizon and words
that intuition
in white staves
that inner stupor
nearly serene
headlong to the absolute
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Nocturno
nunca vi un cielo asi
repleto de batallas
a punto de ocurrir
como si hubiera una verdad
en algun sitio
o noche diminuta
para un concierto
inmenso
no se de otra espiral
donde mi fl.or oscura
se tolere
incluso plena
incluso abandonada
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Nocturne
I've never seen such a sky
teeming with battles
about to happen
as if there were a truth
at a point
or a diminutive evening
for a tremendous
concert
I know of no other spiral
where my dark flower might
withstand
being fulfilled
being abandoned
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Casting
dicen que vino a morir
de su gran hambre de nacer
y ahora esta ahi

parado en media del nada
donde el exilio arraiga
para evitar no verse
dicen tambien que a veces
toma un cuaderno y lo deja
un pince! y lo deja
un martillo y lo deja
un violin y lo deja
se enfunda en la confianza que no tiene
y da comienzo

a las perfiles de otro suefio
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Casting
they say he came to die
of a rapacious hunger to be born
now here he is
standing in the middle of nothing
where exile strikes root
not to leave its own sight
they say, too, at times
he takes up a notebook and abandons it
a paintbrush and abandons it
a hammer and abandons it
a violin and abandons it
wraps himself in the assurance he lacks
and embarks on
the contours of another dream
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Histoire du cinema
flor azul y pajaro indecente
inaugurando formas
de una plegaria a nadie
y asi

una y otra vez
en el unisono silencio
como bestias de seda
nadie quiso saber en que medida
ningun por que
ni un misero hasta cuando
apenasmente el llega
y ella se inventa la palabra
amanza
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Histoire du cinema
blue flower and crude bird
inaugurating forms
of a plea to no one
and thus
once and again
in silent unison
like silk beasts
no one cared in what measure
no why
nor a measly how much longer
he barely arrives
and she invents herself the word
amanza
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Pequena liturgia
no se piensa facilmente
sino aquello que no fuera
el amarillo
del canto inexistente
como recuerdo hasta que punto
he aqui
sin duda
una riqueza
no hables
como quien rompe a reir
no calles
no hagas de la casa escrita
la tumba de la imagen
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Small liturgy
no thought comes easily
except of what wasn't
the yellow
in nonexistent song
like reminiscence to a point
here we have
doubtless
a richness
don't speak
like someone shattering into laughter
don't shut up
don't render the written house
an image tomb
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Iluminacion profana
una mujer dispuesta
a no ver completamente
alga asi coma un viento
trayendo de la mano un friso
que va de la caricia al abside
de ahi
al alma de tu sombra
hubo sino un paso
la arana inalcanzable
por una vez desnuda
distraida de lo aun
nada que ver con pesadillas
ame par una vez
todas las perdidas
prometo no contarlo casi nunca
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Profane Illumination
a woman disposed
not to see completely
something like a wind
taking by the hand a frieze
that spans from a caress to an apse
from there
to the soul in your shadow
a single step
the spider beyond reach
for once denuded
distracted by notyet
nothing to do with nightmare
I was in love for once
with every manner of loss
I promise almost never to tell
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Memento mori
ya no quiero crecer a lo que iba
sin mas nadie que un cuerpo
encerrado en su cripta
voy a jugar a las visitas
con eso que ni se
ni ignoro
nadie vera mas cielo
mas tierra auxiliadora
--oh mi dormido entre mis brazos
mi testa de lo esquivo
la sombra como nunca
no afuera sino adentro
mucho se dira de mi arrebato
nadie sabra de mientras
de que vivo
ni siquiera yo

que habre llegado a Roma
por todos los caminos y ninguno
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Memento mori
I refuse to grow to what was
no one but a body
trapped in its crypt
I'll play house
with what I don't know
or ignore
no one will see more sky
more auxiliary earth
--oh sleeper in my arms
tressed with elusiveness
shadow as never before
not outside but in
they will tell of my fury
no one will know how
I manage to live
not even I
who will have come to Rome
by all roads and none
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Dicese de un color
una mujer escribe
mensajes blancos
ha habra
sonado que ella misma
es el mensaje y quien lo escribe
y par eso festeja
estar perdida?
yo la miro escribir
la incalculable edad
de la blancura
alguna vez tal vez
sere la que habre sido
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It is said of a color
a woman writes
white notes

will she have dreamt that she herself
is the note and the one who writes it
and thus celebrate
being lost?
I watch her write
the incalculable age of
whiteness
some day maybe
I will be what I've become
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